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SAP Crystal Reports
SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA / on MS SQL
Standard solution for you for reporting and printing your
business information
▪ Tightly integrated
▪ Pixel-perfect
▪ Interactive reports
▪ Flexible reporting software

License
▪ One Crystal Reports designer included
per SAP Business One customer
▪ Viewer license granted for all users

Features
▪ Report design environment

Knowledge and skills

▪ Integrated viewer with accurate print preview

▪ Expertise in SAP Crystal Reports Designer

▪ Export to PDF, XML, and MS Excel

▪ Provided by central power user
– Creation and assignment of templates
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Pervasive Analytics
SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA
Discover your business data and get your relevant
information for making decisions – without leaving
your system
▪ On your own Cockpit
▪ Fully integrated in Cockpit or sidebars
▪ As personal-relevant Dashboards and KPIs
▪ Real-time insights

▪ Take direct action

Features
▪ Dashboards and KPIs
▪ Advanced Dashboards

▪ Insight to Action
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License
▪ No additional license needed

Knowledge and skills
▪ Familiar with data model
▪ Provided by central power user
– Creation and assignment of Cockpit
Templates
– Authorization based Dashboards and
KPIs
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Excel Report and Interactive Analysis Designer
SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA
Analyze your business information interactively using
MS Excel pivot table and discover new business insights
– utilizable for any business users
▪ Ad hoc reporting for users
▪ Slice and dice reports as required
▪ Based on MS Excel
▪ Tightly integrated in SAP Business One

Features
▪ Acquire data from SAP HANA models (Semantic Layers)
▪ Enrich, calculate, edit data
▪ Visualize datasets by numerous chart options
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License
▪ No additional license needed
▪ Limited to SAP Business One
Professional Users only

Knowledge and skills
▪ Familiar with data model
▪ MS Excel basics
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Excel Report and Interactive Analysis Designer
SAP Business One, version for SAP HANA
Analyze your business information interactively using
MS Excel pivot table and discover new business insights
– utilizable for expert business users
▪ Create meaningful reports
▪ Powerful tool to create deep insights
▪ Based on MS Excel
▪ Tightly integrated in SAP Business One

Features
▪ Acquire data from SAP HANA models (Semantic Layers)
▪ Excel Report Designer tool
▪ Using dimensions and measures

▪ Grouping and filtering options, parameter definitions
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License
▪ No additional license needed
▪ Limited to SAP Business One
Professional Users only

Knowledge and skills
▪ Familiar with data model
▪ MS Excel pivot table
▪ Technical knowledge about
the Excel Report Designer required
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SAP Analytics Cloud (Subscription)

Visualize data and make findings easy to understand.
SAP Analytics Cloud is an additional cloud solution on
top of SAP Business One, accessible via Web Browser
▪ Real-time analytics
▪ Acquire data from relevant databases
▪ Enrich the data

License
▪ Can be purchased via the SAP Store
(select the relevant country)

▪ Create stories

▪ Collaborate with other users

Knowledge and skills

▪ Share stories and insights with relevant users and teams

▪ Familiar with data model

Cloud-based authoring lets you gain business insights
directly from a Web browser – eliminating the need to
install new software on your desktop
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▪ Provided by central power user
– Create and share data visualizations,
dashboards, and storyboards
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